
                           

Date: 23/11/2023

LETTER OF CONFERMENT 
UNDER THE ENTRERPRENEUR 100 AWARD 2023

Dear IQBAL AKIF of TABBAK PTE LTD,

CONGRATULATIONS ON BEING HONOURED THE ENTREPRENEUR 100 AWARD 2023!

On an annual basis, the Entrepreneur 100 Award continues to honour and celebrate the success of Singapore's top

performing entrepreneurs whose inspiring ambitions have contributed to the business's success, delivering growth,

business innovation and prosperity that transforms the industry.

Under the Entrepreneur 100 Award, we call these awarded entrepreneurs the Elites. Like yourself, the Elites are

entrepreneurs who have presented their capabilities to turn ambitions into success and prosperity, together with unrivalled

leadership and management skills, allowing the Elites to propel their business's position and market reach.

To start a business is an easy task. But to create and build a business that delivers long-term value requires courage,

persistence and a strong sense of entrepreneur spirit to set the pace. It takes an individual who is well equipped with

unique and remarkable leadership skills to transform a dream into reality, leading the business and forming a formidable

management team that contributes to the growth of the business, increasing its profitable and delivering its committed

values.

Coinciding with Singapore's focus on fostering entrepreneurship and providing support and tools for local entrepreneurs to

take on the world market, the Entrepreneur 100 Award provides recognized entrepreneurs with an unrivaled platform to

grow beyond the local scene, showcasing their abilities and achievements on both national and global scale. 

With comprehensive and stringent assessment of all applicants, being awarded the Entrepreneur 100 Award is of pride

and a significant milestone for you and your business. The Entrepreneur 100 Award committee warmly welcomes you

onboard as a 2023 award winner and we look forward to receiving you during the awards presentation ceremony.

Once again, congratulations on being awarded the Entrepreneur 100 Award 2023, and keep up your positive and resilient

entrepreneur spirit! 

Thank you.

Yours Sincerely,

Mr Gerard Wong E K
Vice President
Association of Trade & Commerce (Singapore) [ATC]


